Abstract
Introduction
Increasing amount of data is being dealt with in the daily lives of scientists, business analysts, engineers, and government intelligence agents. Powerful tools are needed in many situations to discover useful knowledge and make decisions on the basis of raw data from heterogeneous sources. New opportunities and challenges arise for the design and implementation of visual analytical systems. Novel means that can not only handle relatively small, or well-structured datasets, such as tables, hierarchies, and networks, but also support real-time, interactive analyses of largescale, ill-structured data sets are still needed.
In the last decade, the new discipline of visual analytics [1] tries to make sense of large amount of data by analytical reasoning facilitated by visual interfaces. It integrates traditional information visualization with fast computational methods, such as data mining algorithms. To extract useful information from large data sets, computational data mining methods have the advantage over visualization on capturing inherent patterns from big volume of data quickly. By adding data mining algorithms into visualization, overwhelming information can be reduced so that patterns become more prominent in limited visual configuration. For instances, predicting rules provide an inductive model where data is linked by if-then associations, and clustering gives a grouping model where similar samples are aggregated. These models are especially useful in engineering design problems. Usually, attributes of design alternatives are divided into input design variables and output performance variables. One of the primary goals for engineer designers is to identify the impact of inputs on output performance. Predicting rules like "what combination of design values can lead to target performance" can be useful guidance for evaluating such trends. Clustering can also efficiently reduce the cognitive cost and help identify relationships among variables. Designers can uncover hidden patterns between design input and performance output parameters when viewing groups of clustered designs. In this way, complex models are built by automatic algorithms on top of data.
To efficiently integrate data-oriented analysis with user-centered visualization, we need to address some challenges as well. Because visualization and computational algorithms emphasize different levels of the problem, there may be confliction between the two. While visualization is good for finding highlevel, semantic meanings of data, computational tools are used to discover abstract, mathematical characteristics from data sets. Due to the absence of user control, the relevant expert knowledge of designers is often omitted in pure data mining methods. Thus, effective integration of visualization and automatic algorithm needs to provide human designers with tools to intervene in the process of data analysis at any time for ad-hoc design goals, and present results of algorithms in an easily interpretable form.
The work reported in this paper attempts to combine visualization, user interaction, and computational algorithms to support knowledge discovery and decision making during trade space exploration in the problem of engineering design. One typical problem in the process of designing complex engineered system is to accommodate a set of incommensurable objectives under given constrains. Traditional approach to a design problem is using automated optimization techniques. However, there are always parts of the design process where human judgment is mandatory. In such cases, designers want to compare different alternatives before making a decision. These potential solutions consist of a "trade space" that contains various design attributes, and the goal of design is to explore the trade space for the best design that satisfies the requirements of manufacturers and customers. This "design by shopping" paradigm was first introduced by Balling [2] , where a posteriori articulation of preference [3] is enabled to solve multiobjective optimization problems. Comparing to traditional priori methods, the posteriori approach has the advantage of giving decision makers more control in the design exploration and selection process. However, designers have to face new problems, for instance, information overload. Thanks to the rapid growth of computing power, much more design alternatives are simulated by fast computers than ever before. The amount of information is going beyond human's analyzing capability and overwhelms designers. Therefore, effective management and mining of enormous data is needed in the process of design optimization.
Multi-dimensional data visualization techniques have been applied to support trade space exploration [4, 5] . Effective information visualization utilizes human's visual perception capabilities to help identify patterns, trends, and features within datasets. However, due to limitations in human cognition and displaying infrastructure, existing visualization systems lack the in-depth analyzing capability to discover knowledge from large-scale, unstructured data sets. Traditional approaches of multi-dimensional data visualization largely focus on visualizing overall relationships among multiple dimensions, but often provide little support for quantitative examination of the statistical characteristics of data distribution. Engineering design problems often involve multi-dimensional, continuous data, but powerful tools to support such data sets are rare.
In the paper, we introduce a work-centered approach for visual analytics of multi-dimensional engineering design data. A system prototype, Learning-based Interactive Visualization for Engineering design (LIVE), is developed under this approach. It allows engineering designers to interactively view the trade space on different aspects with on-demand data clustering, classification, and aggregation. We also report our preliminary evaluation on the use of LIVE system in analyzing a design problem related to aircraft wing sizing.
Related Work
The research field of visual analytics [1] has emerged in the past ten years, aiming to integrate disciplines such as visualization, data management, and data mining to solve problems of complex reasoning and decision making. In the meantime, several challenges are still in front of researchers in this area. One of them, particularly, is that supporting interactive visualization of large data sets is inadequately addressed [6] . Such a system requires not only fast feedbacks during user's exploration, but also meaningful solutions to scale down both data cardinality and data dimensions. Researchers from information visualization [7] and data mining communities [8] both try to address the possibility of integrating knowledge from these two disciplines. This is based on the fact that human and computer are complementary in the process of knowledge discovery. There is literature [9] reviews recent approaches that combine advanced technologies in information visualization and data mining to facilitate the process of knowledge discovery. It also points out the absence of systems that integrate human and machine cooperating during the model building process. In such systems, intermediary decisions can be made either by human user or automatic algorithms at the time of data model construction.
In previous research, interactive visualization has been used to support posteriori methods of multiobjective optimization in engineering design tasks. ATSV system [4, 5] visualizes multi-dimensional trade spaces by combination of histogram, scatter plots, parallel coordinate plots. Visual steering commands [10, 11] provide designers various user guided samplers to explore the trade space and exploit new information and insights. A framework of interactive multi-scale visualization [12] is also presented to support the knowledge exploration and discovery in engineering design. However, these systems hardly provide in-depth data analysis capacities for better understanding of multi-dimensional, unorganized data sets.
In this research work, we have employed mode association clustering (MAC), a new nonparametric statistical approach [13] in LIVE system. In data mining, one of the often used data reduction algorithms is statistical clustering. Through clustering, essential information or underlying patterns from massive data is revealed so that the subsequent analyses or processes become feasible or efficient. Generally speaking, there are three types of clustering methods. The first type focuses on optimizing a given objective function, which often reflects the general criteria about a good clustering, i.e., the objects in the same cluster should be similar while those in the different clusters be as distinct as possible. K-means and k-center [14] are representatives in this type. The second type only uses the pairwise distances between objects to do the clustering. These methods have enjoyed wide applications when a mathematical representation for the object is difficult or intractable to obtain. Examples are Linkage clustering [15] and spectral graph partitioning [16] . However, these methods do not scale well with large data sets due to the quadratic computational complexity of calculating the pairwise distances. The third type is based on statistical modeling. The probability density function of the entire data is modeled as a mixture of several parametric distributions [17] , e.g., mixture of Gaussians for continuous data and mixture of Poissons for discrete data. The clustering procedures involve first fitting a mixture model with the expectationmaximization (EM) algorithm and then computing the posterior probability of each mixture component given the data point. The component with the highest posterior probability is chosen for that data point and all the data points belonging to the same component form one cluster. The MAC algorithm belongs to this type of clustering.
From the review of previous literatures, it can be summarized that under the context of large-scale engineering design data sets, most current approaches are weak in support of effective and efficient analysis of multi-dimensional continuous data. More advanced tools aiming at such complex tasks are therefore needed.
Work-Centered Approach
We pursue a work-centered approach for visual analytics by integrating data-oriented computational methods with interactive visualization to support trade space exploration. Figure 1 illustrates our workcentered model. Compared with traditional visualization models, e.g., the reference model by Card et al. [18] , our work-centered model emphasizes the integration of data-oriented computational algorithms (e.g., data-mining, data-clustering) with user-centered designs. The proposed work-centered visual analytics framework works as follow. After a user selects data of interest from raw data, computational algorithms are applied to build data models. The entire model building process is interactive to the user. User has the capability to control whether and how algorithms run and constructs a specific data model to fit ad-hoc problems. Visualization provides an interface between data, models and the user. It displays both source data and computational results. It also takes user's input and commands to manipulate on raw data or analysis algorithms.
User's analysis process then performs on the basis of both automatic algorithms and interactive visualization. User's interaction loop moves back to every stage of the process, where preliminary results can be adjusted and refined after visual mapping of data models. During iteratively moving back and forth between algorithms and visualization, the user can gain valuable insights either from computational analysis, or from visual representations. The dataoriented analysis algorithms can identify useful patterns hidden in massive data, while the usercentered designs help enhance the perceptual, cognitive, and task characteristics of relevant data. Through the integration, we aim at maximizing the strengths of both human judgment and computing power.
LIVE System

System Prototype
Based on the framework of work-centered visual analytics, we developed the LIVE system, which tries to realize the goal of tight integration of visualization with data mining. Engineering design is the real world problem that is being addressed in this proposed system. During the exploration within design data sets, engineer designers always want to establish interesting relations and connections between design and performance variables. The LIVE system focuses on supporting designers to identify these trends in bidirections analytical reasoning: inductive reasoning, which focuses on identifying how design input values impact on output parameters; and deductive reasoning, which aims to detect what design input rules target performances follow.
Central of supporting these two tasks are a mixturemodel, mode-association-based clustering algorithm and a decision-tree-based data classification algorithm. To help inductive reasoning, the clustering algorithm can be used to analyze the distribution patterns of design outputs and help designers see potential relationships among data and possible data clusters. To guide deductive reasoning, the decision tree algorithm can classify the input variables and show those combinations that have large chance to get aimed outputs.
The system presented here consists of two main modules. Firstly the simulated design data is projected by an interactive visualization module. This module maps the data to user interface, and handles user interactions such as changing views and selecting interested groups. Computational analysis can then be conducted in a data mining module to build dataorientated models upon designers' interests. It tries to reveal and summarize patterns underneath raw data by data mining algorithms like classification and clustering. The two modules are tightly linked together so that designers can control the process of data model construction through model visualization. Designers are able to keep evaluating and refining hypotheses via altering between visual exploration and data analysis. Findings and insights can be gained from visualization, data mining, and interactions between them. They are to help designers identify target design preferences. In the last stage, these preferences can be sent back to the design simulating program in a feedback loop to guide the re-generation of design alternatives in a specific sub-space.
User-centered Visualization
Based on above system structure, we designed the user interface of LIVE system. Various user-centered visualization tools are developed to provide designers quick and understandable means to access data and algorithms. Figure 2 shows a full snapshot of the user interface of LIVE. Generally, the window is vertically divided into two main parts. On the top are two scatter plots displaying data points of output performance space (Panel a) and input design space (Panel b). At the bottom are visualization and control tools for users to interactively perform decision tree classification and mode-associate clustering analysis (Panel c, d and e). Data samples are mapped into two interactive scatter plots (Figure 2a and b) . The output scatter plot only displays performance attributes of data, and the input plot only shows design attributes. When the number of attributes is larger than two, the designer is able to change the axis through dropdown menus to determine which two dimensions to be displayed.
Different visual glyphs are used to represent status of each data point. Every design sample is initially displayed as a gray dot. The designer can make selection on either of the scatter plots by mouse dragging for rectangles or polygons. Designer-selected points on the performance space are displayed with green crosses. Selections on the design space (left plot) are highlighted using red boxes. The designer can also interact with components of decision tree and HMAC visualizations. Designer's selection on decision tree nodes are shown in blue diamonds.
In order to help the designer establish explicit linkage between design and performance variables, same visual glyphs are used to represent correspondent data points in both scatter plots. Responses to designer's operations are always reflected from one plot to the other. For example, when the designer acts on one of the plots, corresponding points are highlighted on the other plot immediately. Data analysis is also performed in two spaces correspondingly. For instance, selecting a leaf node in the decision tree, data points in that subspace are highlighted in both plots simultaneously; when a group of clustered design alternatives is selected in input space, corresponding points in output space are instantly highlighted.
For the purpose of giving the designer an overall sense of the entire data space, two scatter plot matrixes of all pairwise input and output dimensions are available on demand as well. All scatter plots in the matrix are interactive to the designer. In output scatter plot matrix (Figure 3a) , for example, the designer can select interested data points on multiple plots, and then add selection to the plot in main interface for further analysis. In input scatter plot matrix (Figure 3b) , clustering on all pairwise dimensions can be performed and visualized together.
In terms of interactivity, the designer may move the mouse over a certain data point to display detailed attributes values in a text box. The interface also provides filtering function to help the designer concentrate on a specific set of interested designs. It can fade out unselected data points and only leave user interested points on screen. After filtering, data analysis can be performed only on selected samples. 
Data-oriented Analysis
As the data-oriented analysis module, data mining algorithms are used to summarize the patterns of data distributions. Two major algorithms integrated into the system are decision tree classification and modeassociation clustering. They together help the system reduce the designer's cognitive loads and provide the guidance of data analysis.
Decision-tree Classification.
A decision tree has a tree-like structure, in which each node corresponds to an input attribute with a splitting value. Each leaf of the tree specifies the expected output value, as a consequence of the particular input values described by the path from the root to that leaf. In our case, the designer firstly selects on values of output performance variables, and the decision tree then divides the design space into hierarchical regions.
The decision-tree algorithm in our LIVE system was developed based on the algorithm in [19] . The basic idea behind this algorithm is that in the target decision tree, each node is associated with an input attribute that is most informative among the attributes for data traced into this node. The amount of information is measured by "Shannon entropy", firstly introduced by Claude Shannon in Information Theory.
The algorithm approaches in a greedy way to iteratively search all of the attributes in the training data set and chooses one that splits the current node of data most effectively. The criteria for splitting the data is to select the attribute that results in the largest "information gain", defined as the difference in information entropy.
After setting one split attribute, or decision stump, the system recursively searches for all subspaces and arrange the rules in a tree structure. The process stops when some condition is reached, such as the number of instances in a subspace is less than a threshold, or the classification error rate is lower than a confidence threshold.
Mode Association Clustering.
Our work here focused on the implementation and integration of a hierarchical mode association clustering (HMAC) algorithm. Developed in [13] , the HMAC algorithm is a new mixture model based, nonparametric statistical clustering method. We have developed a new optimization algorithm to find the local modes of mixture models and to find the ridgeline linking two hilltops. Data points are grouped into one cluster if they are associated with the same mode.
Compared with other clustering methods, this mixture modeling approach enjoys broader applications because this clustering method can be used for both unsupervised and supervised data sets. Even for data clustering, the mixture components can be used as probabilistic descriptions of data clusters, which provide users with deeper insight into the characteristics of data clusters. Another benefit of this mixture modeling method is that it allows users to weight data dimensions differently. By choosing different weights for individual dimension, the designer can examine how each dimension may influence clustering results differently.
Integration of Visualization and Data Mining
The work-center visual analytics aims to tightly connect visualization and data mining. In the model building process, visualization allows users to construct models on their interests. Preliminary results are verified and refined by means of modifying parameters and selecting algorithms. On the other hand, models and results are displayed on visualization panels for designers to gain insights. The LIVE system is developed to support such mechanism. The processes of interactively building decision tree and mode association clustering models are explained as follow, respectively.
Decision Tree Constructing.
The decision tree is constructed at run time in the LIVE system to provide the designer rules of guidance for predicting what combination of design values may lead to performance outputs in a user specified range. The interactive process begins with designer's selection of interested design alternatives output performance. An area of interest can be specified by either directly drawing a polygon (e.g. in Figure 2a) or manipulating a set of sliders that correspond to data dimensions. Selected designs are then treated as "target designs" and used as training data to calculate the decision tree classification to see what design input values may lead to the target performance. During computing the designer has privileges to determine which variables to be considered in the tree-building calculation using checkboxes, and specifying whether to prune the tree or not as well.
Two types of constructing process are designed in LIVE system to help users build the decision tree. In the first mode, the entire decision tree is calculated at one time and the result is then visualized. In the other mode, users can build the tree step by step according to their preferences and problem requirements.
When users choose to build the tree at one time, a full decision-tree classification is computed after users selecting certain desired designs. The result is then visualized as a TreeMap [20] , which represents a hierarchy with nested rectangles. In the decision TreeMap of our system, (Figure 4a ), each leaf node in a decision tree is visualized as a rectangle of the TreeMap. The size of the rectangle represents the number of design samples following the input classifying rules. The more samples are in this node, the bigger the rectangle is. The color of the rectangle represents the ratio between number of samples falling into user specified performance over the total number in this node. Leaf nodes with high percentage of hit are shown in green, and low hit nodes are in red. Underneath the TreeMap is a legend bar indicating the mapping relationship between color and hit ratio. The entire TreeMap is interactive to support designers' hypotheses refinement and insight gaining. The designer can click any rectangles in the TreeMap. When a node is clicked, all design samples in this node will be highlighted as blue diamonds in both input and output plots. Through this way the designer can easily distinguish the effects of a high hit leaf node (89.61%, Figure 4b ) from a low hit leaf (1.46%, Figure 4c ). Rules of input variables are also shown in plain texts, and displayed on slider bars as well. Designers can adjust sliders bars to refine area of interest. Data highlighting in plots changes consequently. Furthermore, when designers refine their interests or adjust parameters (e.g. input variables, pruning tree or not), the decision tree will be immediately re-built to give instant response.
The other way to construct the decision tree is stepby-step. Instead of compute the full decision tree at one time, in this mode, each time the system will return an optimized decision stump according to user's input. A decision stump consists of a one-level decision tree. It divides the current date space into two subspaces, and the optimized decision stump is the split that brings the largest information gain.
The decision stump is interactively visualized on the TreeMap by dividing a selected rectangle into two ( Figure 5 ). After getting the decision stump, the user can examine the two subspaces on the visualization and decide to further split one of them by double clicking the node. A new decision stump is then calculated again to split the user-selected subspace. In this way, redundant calculation can be avoid especially when the data set is in large size. Also, the user can get involved in the model building process and quickly narrow down to the most interesting subset of data. Interactive components are provided for the designer to adjust clustering parameters. The clustering can be performed on entire data set, or only on selected designs ("hide feasible"), which allows the designer to concentrate on analyzing part of design alternatives. The bandwidth of clustering is specified in a real time manner by manipulating a slider bar.. By changing the bandwidth, the designer can examine different statistical distribution patterns. The designers can also specify whether the clustering should be done in a normalized or un-normalized way. Under a normalized approach, each data dimension will have equal weigh in clustering. Un-normalized clustering allows the designer to adjust the priority of different data dimensions in analysis. The designer can also interact with visual components in data clusters. The designer can map different clusters in design space to the performance plot by double clicking a point in a particular cluster.
System Implementation
The whole system is implemented in a client-server model. The client part mainly includes interactive visualization interface, while the server side manages data storage and computation. The entire interface is web-based, platform-independent so that designers can access it with any platform. Each time the system loads raw data dynamically from database or data documents. The client side sends user actions to the server and gets computing results back through web communications. Algorithms such as clustering and decision tree are built as independent modules that are remotely computed on server side. For implementation, algorithms are written in Java. We borrowed part of the source code of J48 in Weka data mining package [21] to implement the decision-tree algorithm.
Case Study
To demonstrate how the LIVE system can support knowledge discovery and decision making in a real engineering design task, we conducted a preliminary study by using a practical design problem of aircraft wing sizing. This problem [22] involves sizing an aircraft wing's plan view layout. The following 6 design inputs are involved, as shown in Figure 7 During this case study, we concentrate to observe not only how designers find the best solution to within design dataset, but also how designers discover trends among variables and new knowledge in the process of trade space exploration.
A Monte Carlo simulation similar to that in [10] is firstly performed to generate some random design samples, supposing that input variables follow a uniform distribution within specific boundaries. In the first sampling round, 1000 design alternatives are generated over the entire trade space using the bounds of actual design variables in EQ. 1. Next, the designer adds design constrains to the data set to filter out infeasible designs and shops for the best design in a smaller area. Feasible designs are shown in green crosses in both input and output scatter plots.
The designer then builds a decision tree step by step to get some guidance about which combinations of design variables may lead to performances within feasible ranges. The designer chooses to construct the decision tree step by step. Each time, the system divides a selected space into two by calculating a decision stump. Based on the TreeMap visualization, the designer compares the two subspaces, finds a suggested high hit area and narrows down to a smaller range of interest by further splitting it. During this process, the designer also considers the design goal and constrains such as minimizing the Goal while maximizing the Range. At last, by looking at these subsets of data mapped on scatter plot, the designer concentrates on a subset of 6 designs which are shown in Figure 8 . The designer notices most of these design alternatives have low Cost and high Range, which matches the design target. The decision tree algorithm suggests corresponding rules of design variables to reach these expected designs in EQ. 2. Consequently, the designer would like to generate more designs within the particular data space. By doing this, the designer is able to get more feasible designs on the basis of the first round sampling and gain more detailed sense of data distribution. It is also possible to get better design performance in newly sampled designs than those in the first round simulation. Using rules in EQ. 2, the designer re-samples 200 more designs by applying the rules got from decision tree as bounds to the design simulator. New design samples are visualized on both scatter plots (Figure 9 ), and feasible designs are marked in green crosses. Now the designer notices that most of the newly generated designs are feasible, as expected. As seen, during the process of the trade-space exploration with our LIVE system, the designer can use the clustering method to identify interesting trends between input and output parameters, and rely on decision tree to analyze specific rules on design variables for predicting. The system facilitates an iterative design process to enhance the designer's knowledge discovery and decision making.
Conclusion and Future Work
A work-centered approach to visual analytics is proposed in this paper in order to handle large scale, multi-dimensional, continues data sets. This work attempts to integrate user-centered interactive visualization with data-oriented computational algorithms for the purpose of facilitating user's knowledge discovery and decision making during the exploration of such data sets. During analytical reasoning, advantages of both human and computer are utilized to gain insights from raw data sets. Based on this framework, we developed a system prototype, LIVE, to help engineering designers make sense of complex design data in the process of shopping for the most preferred design. With our system, designers can identify interested solutions by exploring the entire trade space without priori specification of preferences, and the LIVE system tries to address the problem of information overload during this process.
By integrating user-centered design and dataoriented data-processing algorithms, this work will reconcile human users' limited capacity to process large amount and rapid growth of information in decision making. This research has the potential to advance the visual analytics of the dependencies of continuous data sets, and foster the exploration and discovery of new knowledge and solutions for various analytical reasoning problems. Our model and system will offer new approaches to gain important insights into the hidden relationships behind raw data. Such insights can greatly benefit analyst's reasoning and allow the reduction of human's cognition cost when exploring, the acceleration of decision-making, the avoidance of uncertainty, and the identification of key investable resources.
This research work can be completed by a more comprehensive validation study. Further evaluation can be carried out through focus group observation and more comprehensive user study to get both quantitative and qualitative results about how our system supports the discovery of hidden data features and enhances user's performance.
